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The Problem:
Citations often use abbreviations
 instead of the full journal title.   
Printed bibliographies
Publishers wanted to 
reduce publication 
costs
Fewer letters =
    fewer pages to print
    less paper   
Legacy databases
Database providers 
wanted to reduce 
storage and 
processing costs
Fewer letters =
● less disk space
● less data to process
● faster retrieval   
Handwritten notes
Researchers want to save time,
  and try fit everything onto a single scrap of paper   
Why abbreviate?
● To save space
– in printed bibliographies
– in databases
– in hand-written notes
● To save time
– in hand-written notes   
OK, so I have my abbreviation...
Now what?
The meaning might be obvious
J. Am. Chem. Soc. = 
Journal of the American Chemical Society
(which is also commonly abbreviated as JACS)   
OK, so I have my abbreviation...
Now what?
The meaning might be obvious
Proc. Am. Soc. Psych. Res. = 
Proceedings of the American Society of 
Psychological Research   
OK, so I have my abbreviation...
Now what?
The meaning might be obvious (or not)
Proc. Am. Soc. Psych. Res. = 
Proceedings of the American Society for       
Psychical Research   
OK, so I have my abbreviation...
Now what?
Proc. Soc. Natl. Hist. =
Proceedings of the Boston? Society of Natural History
Proceedings of the Portland? Society of Natural History
Proceedings of the San Diego? Society of Natural History
(The abbreviation may have been transcribed incompletely.)   
Existing tools for abbreviations
Many reference works
 can be found in the catalog:
subject = Periodicals--Abbreviations of titles   
Existing tools for abbreviations
"All that JAS" (Journal Abbreviation Sources)
http://www2.iastate.edu/~cyberstacks/JAS.htm   
Limitations of Abbreviation Lists
● Often don't include more obscure titles
● Often don't include proceedings
● May not include older forms (title changes)
● Often segregated by subject
● Only include "official" abbreviations   
A different approach
Given an abbreviation,
    go through a list of ALL journals,
    selecting those titles
        that MIGHT match the abbreviation.   
A list of ALL journals?
Or, at least as many as we can get.   
A large list of titles...
● There are over 300,000 serials records in the 
library catalog.
– journals
– proceedings
– other serial works whose titles might get 
abbreviated   
The Strategy
● Extract serial title information from the catalog
● Create a web interface:
– The user enters their cryptic abbreviation
– Apply fuzzy matching against the titles
– Return list of possible matches
– The user selects the best match
– View the full catalog record for the title   
Extracting the titles
● MARC record format stores title information in 
many fields:
245 = Title statement (transcribed from item)
210 = Abbreviated title
222 = Key title
240 = Uniform title
242 = Translation of title by cataloging agency
243 = Collective uniform title
246 = Varying form of title
247 = Former title   
Extracting the titles
● Export MARC records from the catalog
● Convert MARC to MARCXML
● Convert MARCXML to an efficient format for 
searching   
Exporting MARC records
● Use VgerSelect to export every serial record in 
the catalog
– more than 300,000 records
– about 3 hours to run
– 400MB
● Can periodically run an update to get new 
records
– one year ~ 30,000 records, 25 minutes, 40MB   
VgerSelect   
VgerSelect   
VgerSelect   
marc2xml.php
● Written to unpack the MARC structure and 
output MARCXML
● Option to only include specified fields in the 
XML
– reduces file size and processing time
– Currently using 210a, 245abnp, 246a, 247a
● 400MB MARC yields 90MB XML   
marc2xml.php
<record>
    <controlfield tag="001">5852609</controlfield>
    <datafield tag="210" ind1="0" ind2=" ">
        <subfield code="a">Liaison - Can. Centre Occup. Health Saf.</subfield>
    </datafield>
    <datafield tag="245" ind1="0" ind2="0">
        <subfield code="a">Liaison :</subfield>
        <subfield code="b">a newsletter for the users of CCINFO /</subfield>
    </datafield>
    <datafield tag="246" ind1="0" ind2="5">
        <subfield code="a">Liaison</subfield>
    </datafield>
</record>   
xml2jabbr.php
● Normalizes the titles
● Reorganizes data into a more efficient structure 
for searching
– For each title, there is a tab-delimited line:
Journal of American history <TAB> journal of 
american history <TAB> j am hist
Journal of applied non-classical logics <TAB> 
journal of applied non classical logics
● 90MB XML yields 27MB "JAbbr" data   
mergeJabbr.php
● Merges multiple JAbbr files (original + updates)
● Splits into separate files for each initial letter
– Approx 1MB per file
– Pre-sorted alphabetically
– Less work for each query
– Some titles appear in multiple files, if an alternate 
title starts with a different letter.  For example, the 
"D" file has:
   AETA directory<TAB>directory of the american 
educational theatre association   
service.php
● Accepts two parameters:
q = the abbreviation
max = maximum results to return
● Uses regular expressions to find matches
● Returns XML:   
The Web Interface
● Uses javascript for dynamic response ("AJAX")
● Fallback to standard form submission, if 
javascript not available
● Quick response
● Alphabetical list of results; clean display
● Links to catalog records
http://supportingcast.mannlib.cornell.edu/jabbr/   
Integration into Voyager Catalog
● Worked with Rick Silterra
● Added "Journal Title Abbreviation" option in 
basic search
– Rick wrote Javascript to re-route to JAbbr
– Keith styled JAbbr to look like the catalog
– Worked together to persist the existing Voyager 
session
http://catalog.library.cornell.edu/   
Some limitations
● Had to adjust the formula to handle:
– Natl, Engr, Boln
– Jrnl, Kgl
– FATUS (and other initialisms)
● Still fails occasionally
● Only finds titles that Cornell owns   
Future Development?
● Incorporate titles from other sources
– All those online lists
– OCLC WorldCat?   
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